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By Caroline Duclercq and Talel Aronowicz

Introduction: 

On 16 January 2018, the Paris Court of Appeal confirmed 

its trend for an extended control over arbitral awards within 

annulment proceedings, and more particularly on the grounds of 

violation of international public policy. 

For the past several years, the French judges have clearly 

demonstrated their intent to carry an in-depth analysis when 

deciding on a request for setting aside an award on the basis of 

Article 1520 of the French Code of Civil Procedure, particularly 

on the first three grounds provided by such legal provision, 

i.e., as to the arbitral tribunal’s decision on its jurisdiction, its 

constitution or its compliance with its mission. (1)

This time, the judges confirmed that their intent was not 

to limit their in-depth analysis to the first grounds for annulment 

but also to the violation of international public policy, and there 

is now very little doubt on the judges’ intention to adopt a 

harmonized approach in controlling arbitral awards. 

Whilst this extended control on the arbitral tribunals’ 

awards could first be seen as an attempt to unduly interfere in 

the arbitrators’ decisions, it should however be noted that this 

tendency contributes to the positive public image of arbitration, 

which unfortunately may still be considered as a means for 

parties to notably circumvent foreign mandatory laws protected 

in the international legal order. (2)

The decision of 16 January 2018 of the Paris Court of 

Appeal thus reminds practitioners and the public that judges 

are empowered to control, “with no limitation” whether the award 

“manifestly, effectively and concretely” violates international policy, 

by determining the content of such international policy and by 

characterising the violation that should be sanctioned.  

The case started with the constitution in 2003, of Dao 

Lao, a Laotian company of which 70% was owned by MK Group, 

a Russian company, and 30% by Lao Geo Consultant, a Laotian 

company, for the exploitation of the country’s gold resources, on 

the basis of a contract signed with the Laotian government. 
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In 2010, MK Group and a Ukrainian company – Onix – 

entered into a shareholders’ agreement providing for the sale of 

60% out of 70% of MK Group’s shares in Dao Lao to Onix. 

On October 2011, a Memorandum of Understanding 

(“MOU”) was signed between MK Group, Lao Geo Consultant, 

Onix, and the administration endorsing the shares’ transfer. Two 

versions of the MOU were drafted, one in English, the other in 

Laotian. It then appeared that the two versions were not identical, 

as the one submitted to the Laotian administration included as a 

condition for the transfer of the shares an obligation for Onix to 

further invest USD 12.5 million in the project. Such a condition 

was not included in the English version.

In 2012, a dispute arose and MK Group initiated an 

arbitral proceeding against Onix, claiming that the transfer of 

60% of its shares in Dao Lao to Onix never occurred, since Onix 

failed to comply with the alleged condition precedent, i.e., to 

invest the additional USD 12.5 million. 

In its award of 13 October 2015, the arbitral tribunal 

dismissed MK Group’s claim, considering that the transfer of 

the shares did occur based on the shareholders’ agreement and 

other documents – including the MOU. 

MK Group filed a petition for the award’s annulment 

before the Paris Court of Appeal, invoking inter alia a violation 

of international public policy pursuant to Article 1520 5° of the 

French Code of Civil Procedure (3):

- First, MK Group alleges that the award was rendered 

on the basis of the false version of the MOU which does 

not include the condition precedent of the additional 

investment of USD 12.5 million and of a false certificate 

of the Register’s Office of the Laotian Ministry of Justice 

according to which Onix would have been the owner of 

60% of the shares in Dao Lao;

- Second, MK Group states that by bypassing the 

condition set out in the MOU regarding the additional 

investment and imposing a partner to the Laotian State in 

violation of its investment regulations, the arbitral award 

disregarded Laotian sovereignty on its natural resources 

and thus violated international public policy.  

Investigating into the facts submitted to the Court, the 

national judge considered that the existence of two versions of the 

MOU, and notably the one including the additional investment 

as a condition of the transfer, demonstrated the manoeuvers of 

Dao Lao’s head management, who was also head management of 

Onix, to obtain the approval of the Laotian administration, since 

such condition was indisputably substantial for the latter. 

In these circumstances, the Court considered that the award 

conferred to Onix a right, legally protected in the international 

order, to exploit natural resources whilst this right had been 

fraudulently obtained from the local administration. Since the 

Court considered that the local administration would have not 

granted the said permission without fraudulent manoeuver, as it 

would have potentially been in breach of its national law relating 

to the exploitation of natural resources, it ruled that the arbitral 

tribunal violated international public policy in a manifest, 

effective and concrete manner. As a consequence, the award 

should be annulled. 

This decision confirms clearly the current trend of the 

French judges to increase their control over arbitral awards 

and international public policy, notably by stating that they 

have an unlimited power to assess all the relevant factual and 

legal elements of the case in order to verify whether the award 

complies with it (4).

The Court also seemed to take the opportunity to remind 

that international public policy has to be interpreted as being 

the French conception of international public policy, meaning 

the principles and values which cannot be violated even in 

an international context, specifying that foreign mandatory 

provisions can be part of French international public policy.  

• The intensity of the Courts’ control over the 
award’s conformity with international public 
policy

If for the last years the French judge had made clear that 

they consider themselves empowered to extensively control 

the first three annulment grounds out of the five provided 

for by the French Code of Civil Procedure,  i.e., jurisdiction, 

proper constitution of the tribunal and respect of the tribunal’s 

mandate, they have also now made clear that they will apply the 

same extensive degree of control over the conformity of arbitral 

awards to international public policy, i.e. the fifth ground of 

annulment. (5)

Indeed, the Court strongly reaffirmed, at the beginning 

of its analysis, its power to refer to any relevant factual and 

legal elements without any limitation to analyse the violation to 

international public policy. 

“Considering that if the mission of the Court of Appeal, pursuant 

to article [now 1520] of the Code of Civil Procedure, is limited 

to the examination of the defects enumerated by this text, no 

limitation is brought to the power of this jurisdiction to seek in law 

and in fact all the elements concerning the defects in question”. (4)

This position had been established for years, in the same 

wording, i.e., since 1987 with the Plateau des Pyramides case 

related to an issue of the arbitral tribunal’s jurisdiction,(6) and 

further reiterated, as for example in the Westman case in 1993 

related to a violation of international public policy. (7)  

If for years the question of the nature of the violation of 

international public policy that had to be sanctioned remained 

undetermined, as of beginning of the 2000s, the French Cour 

de Cassation limited the characterisation of the violation of 

international public policy (8) to flagrant, effective and concrete 

violations only, thus seemingly limiting its in-depth analysis to 

the sole control of a flagrant violation.  
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The triptych of “flagrant”, “effective” and “concrete” has been 

interpreted as: 

“To be flagrant, the violation of public policy, as a flagrante 

delicto, must be committed before the judge’s very eyes. When 

the matter has been submitted to the arbitrator, this implies that 

the award contains ingredients of the violation and brings them to 

the attention of the control authority. The solution likely to violate 

public policy is then the one given to a dispute whose component 

elements are delimited by the factual findings of the arbitrator and 

his assessment of the rights of the parties.

To be effective, the violation of public policy must be translated 

into an action that is contrary to public policy… The arbitrator 

who wrongly declares wrongful a contract which was not does not 

go against public policy, even if, in so doing, he misapplies the rule 

of public policy.

Finally, to be concrete, the breach of public policy must lead to a 

solution which, materially, is incompatible with it. It will not be 

so under the equivalence theory (‘théorie de l’équivalence”) 

when the arbitrator fails to observe a rule of public policy by 

finding lawful a contract that was not, but refuses to make it 

produce effects for another reason, termination for fault or lack of 

consent for example”. (9)

In 2004, the Paris Court of Appeal in the Thales case 

confirmed the trend and followed the Cour de Cassation’s wording, 

adding that:

“[the judge] cannot rule on the substance of a complex dispute 

that has never been argued or adjudicated before an arbitrator 

concerning the mere possibility of the illegality of certain contractual 

stipulations”. (10)

Obviously, at the time, the judges not only intended to 

strictly limit the characterisation of the violation of international 

public policy, but also their right to rely on any legal and factual 

elements within their control, since the Court considered that 

judges shall not base their decision on elements that were not 

argued by the parties before the arbitrators. 

This approach was considered by some scholars as 

constituting a “minimalistic” control (11) when others consider 

that it did not limit the control of national courts but only the 

nature of the violation to international public policy that the 

judge will sanctioned. (12) 

In any event, this approach was highly criticized:  

“In the name of the prohibition of the review on the substance of 

the arbitral award, [the Court] is limited to an illusory control 

of the appearance of conformity or of the obvious violation of the 

international public policy”. (13)

In particular, scholars consider that the “flagrancy” criteria 

implies that the national judge’s control is limited to examine the 

award “as it is”, “without calling into question the legal qualification of 

the litigious facts by the arbitrators, nor the appreciation that they made 

of the parties’ rights in light of the legal dispositions invoked, and even 

less the relevancy of the legal reasoning on which they rely to rule on the 

questions submitted to them”. (14)

Ten years later, the Paris Court of Appeals not only 

abandoned the “flagrancy” requirement in the Gulf Leaders case 

of 4 March 2014, but it also reaffirmed that the judge deciding 

on an annulment request should look at all relevant factual and 

legal elements that would enable to characterise the alleged 

corruption (see also Congo v. Commisimpex and SAS Man Diesel): 

“When it is claimed that an award gives effect to a contract 

obtained by bribery, it is up to the judge, pursuant to article 1520-

5° of the Code of Civil Procedure, to seek in law and in fact all the 

elements making it possible to rule on the alleged violation by the 

convention and to assess if the recognition or the execution of the 

sentence violates in an effective and concrete way the international 

public policy”. (15)

This case-law announced the new trend in favour of a 

stronger control from the national judge over the conformity of 

the arbitral tribunal with international public policy. 

In 2017, the Court had a new opportunity to clarify its 

position in the Belokon case: following the judgment rendered 

on 14 June 2016 (16), the Court replaced the “flagrant” criteria 

with the “manifest” criteria, and reasserted that the judges could 

rely on all factual and legal elements to assess a violation of 

international public policy:

“Considering that this analysis, carried out for the purpose of 

defending international public policy, is not limited to elements 

of proof presented to the arbitrators, nor bound by the tribunal’s 

findings, assessment or characterisation”

(…)

 “Considering that the recognition or enforcement of the award, 

which would have the effect of giving Mr. X. the benefit of the 

proceeds of criminal activities, violates manifestly, effectively and 

concretely the international public order”. (17)

In front of such power of investigation, an author 

commented that:

“The Court proceeds to a new and thorough investigation of the 

case by repeating point by point each of the elements discussed of 

the allegation of money laundering”. (18)

Moreover, the “manifest” criteria has been defined as:

“The ‘manifest’ nature of the breach of public policy does not 

amount to its ‘flagrant’ nature, since it is based here on a new, in-

depth analysis of the elements of the debate on the merits”. (19)

Some authors nevertheless expressed doubts as to the 

scope of the judges’ extensive control after the Belokon case:

 

“One could wonder indeed if the judges intended to reinforce their 
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control only in certain matters, limited to the most important 

aspects of public policy – first of them, corruption – or if all 

the components of public policy were now subjected to this new 

approach”. (20)

In its decision of 16 January 2018, the Court of Appeal 

reiterated its prerogatives to rely on every factual and legal 

element it deems useful, without having to limit its reasoning to 

the findings of the arbitral tribunal, using such extensive power 

to analyse whether there was a “manifest, effective and concrete” 

(“flagrant” having definitively disappeared) violation of foreign 

mandatory rules.

Indeed, the Court has carried out a thorough analysis of 

the facts of the case comparing the English and Laotian versions 

of the shareholders’ agreement and the statutes’ modification 

related to it. The Court concluded that the English version 

reflected the real intent of the parties, i.e., that the additional 

investment was not a condition precedent to the transfer of 

share, while the Laotian version was intended for the Laotian 

administration, making the additional investment a suspensive 

condition, in order for the administration to give its permission. 

It is on the basis of this extreme in-depth analysis of the facts that 

the French judges considered that this manoeuver was intended 

to mislead the Laotian administration and constituted fraud in 

view of breaching foreign mandatory rules. 

As explained by Professor S. Bollée, the MK Group case 

constitutes the “resurrection” of the Plateau des Pyramides case-law: 

“This word-for-word recovery of the ratio decidendi of the famous 

Plateau des Pyramides case-law is a strong act. It marks a clear 

stop to the minimalist conception of the judge’s control derived 

from the Thalès case-law”. (21)

To our knowledge, the question of whether the parties 

raised the issue of international public policy during the arbitral 

proceedings is uncertain. However, the French Court considered 

that the arbitral tribunal was aware of the existence of two 

different versions of the MOU, and goes further by analysing 

the consequences of that discordance with respect to mandatory 

Laotian laws. Should one consider that the national judge 

implicitly suggests, as Professor Bollée seems to indicate, that 

the arbitral tribunal should have raised this issue by its own 

initiative? (22)

This position contributes to the positive image of 

arbitration by showing that parties cannot circumvent mandatory 

rules by choosing another forum to resolve their dispute, in 

line with scholars who indicate that arbitrators shall not be 

complicit of a deliberate fraud to foreign mandatory provisions 

(23). However, one may fear that such position may result in 

arbitrators making in-depth analysis as to the compliance with 

local mandatory rules even when the Parties did not discuss it 

during the arbitral proceedings, knowing that the French judge 

will be able to rely on any factual and legal elements to render its 

decision on annulment. 

In any event, the ground related to the violation of 

international public policy is now treated similarly to the first 

grounds of annulment. Some scholars already speak of a “unitary 

approach” of the judge’s control. (24)

Paris, France | taolmor 
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• Clarification of the scope of French international 
public policy

Not only this case confirms the extension of the intensity 

of the judge’s control over the arbitral awards within annulment 

proceedings, but it also clarifies the scope of French international 

public policy.  

Article 1520 5° related to annulment proceedings of 

international arbitral awards only refers to “international public 

policy” without defining it. 

In the MK Group Case, the Court of Appeal used its usual 

formulation stating that the award is being controlled through 

the notion of “international public policy” as interpreted by French 

law, but also added that such notion can also include foreign 

mandatory rules:

“Considering that the international public policy under which the 

judge of the annulment rules is understood to mean the French 

legal order conception of the international public policy, that is to 

say, the values   and principles that the French legal order cannot 

suffer the ignorance even in an international context; and it is 

only to that extent that foreign mandatory provisions can been 

considered as being part of international public policy […]”. (25)

Looking into the facts, the Court thus considered that 

the Laotian foreign mandatory rules were to be included in the 

scope of analysing the French international public order, all the 

more since it was based on (i) an international instrument, i.e., a 

UN Resolution and (ii) an international consensus on the States’ 

sovereign right to subject the exploitation of natural resources 

on their territory to prior administrative authorisation and to 

submit foreign investments to their control. Thus, the Court 

specifically referred to the 1962 UN General Assembly Resolution 

on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources (“the Resolution”) 

as a tool to extend Laotian mandatory provisions into the French 

international legal order.  

The Court of Appeal echoed here a decision it had 

rendered last year in the Belokon case in which the Court of 

Appeal, in order to assess whether the claimant was liable for 

money laundering, referred to the 2003 UN Convention Against 

Corruption characterising an international consensus of 140 

States (including France) on the anti-corruption battle. 

With this decision, it appears that French judges express 

the will to increasingly take foreign mandatory laws into 

consideration. 

This position is in line with scholars, who have long 

considered that: 

“Indeed, article 1520 of the [French] Code of Civil Procedure refers 

to French public policy and not foreign public policy. Nonetheless, 

the judge can, through his own conception of international public 

policy, consider the respect by the arbitrator of foreign mandatory 

laws”. (26)

“Traditionally, international public policy is constituted of the 

fundamental principles of the French legal system as well as the 

French public policy laws that could be applicable to the case 

subjected to arbitration, and even foreign public policy laws”. (27)

Following this approach, Professor E. Gaillard even 

commented that the reference to the UN Resolution could have 

been avoided since the Court could have limited its reasoning to 

the sole prohibition of fraud, which is, in any event, a breach of 

French international public order:

“The spectacular reference to the principle of sovereignty over 

natural resources conceals the application of a more ordinary, but 

less controversial, rule of prohibition of States’ rights fraud. The 

court having found that the apparent act, submitted to the State, 

did not correspond to the actual act, which it considered to have 

been in breach of the rights of the State, it inferred from this that the 

sentence violates the French conception of the international public 

policy as it conferred a title ‘on an investment realized by means 

of the fraudulent obtaining of an administrative authorisation’. 

This motivation would have been sufficient in itself”. (28)

Such position is not shared by Professor S. Bollée who 

considers that it is actually the point of view of the mandatory 

foreign provisions that mattered: “in the hypothesis in which the 

investment would have been legally made under Laotian law, or at least 

if it could have been regularized, it would have been absurd to be more 

papist than the Pope by nevertheless sanctioning fraud”. 

In any event, this decision of the Court is in line with 

the current trend to ”internationalize” French international 

public policy and to extend the judges’ control towards foreign 

mandatory provisions

Conclusion: 

Not only does this decision confirm the extended control of 

the national judge over arbitral awards and specifies the outlines 

of international public policy, but the MK Group case is also a 

reminder that parties cannot opt for arbitration in order to avoid 

foreign mandatory provisions protected in the international legal 

order that would have been applied by national courts. 

This is a particularly topical subject, which has also been 

raised for the issue of economic sanctions in the European Union 

and their relation to arbitration.

Thus, recently, scholars have been asking “whether third-

country sanctions should be applied as a legal norm or should they be 

taken into consideration at the level of substantive law” by arbitral 

tribunals, reminding that some tribunals give effect to economic 

sanctions “as a fact which is considered as a ground for force majeure 

that exonerates parties from performance”, particularly because “by 

ignoring an economic sanction, arbitrators assume the risk that their 

award will be annulled by the competent national court” (29). 

Caroline Duclercq and Talel Aronowicz
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